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MIX, MATCH

WHAT DIFFERENCE 
DOES IT MAKE?

SPIRIT.
“It makes 
Homecoming 
Week that 
much more 
fun because if 
you don’t dress 
up and do the 
days, it’s kind of 
boring.”

- sophomore 
Chloee Foucher - junior Beneyam 

Yifru

“My favorite 
part about 
showing school 
spirit during 
homecoming 
is to show my 
passion and 
excitement for 
the school.”

--senior Jadon 
Filipek

“Showing spirit is 
coming together 
as a school and 
just being a 
family.”

“It’s one week 
and it’s just 
different. It’s 
fun to do all the 
things because 
every other 
week we wear 
our regular 
clothes. ”

- junior Miriam 
Penzo

1. LOOKING AT A PHONE, 
sophomores Rayla 

Malone and Norma 
Arendariz view a meme. “I 
told my friends this week 

that I was going to try 
my best to participate in 

everything.” said  Malone. 
Malone and her friends all 

wore neon tutus. 
photo by mariana ortega-rivera

2.WEARING TYE-DYE OUTFITS, 
sophomores Christelle 
Mahonda and Meream 

Camara meet in the 
cafeteria. “It was a team 

effort because I wasn’t 
going to dress up for that 

day at all but then she 
told me I should.” said 
Camara.  Camara and 

Mahonda applied body 
paint that morning. photo 

by mariana ortega-rivera 
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“It’s just trash, unorganized clothes, IT HAS 
MORE OF A NEGATIVE CONNOTATION TO IT, like 
they’re unaware of how bad it looks.”
- senior Beatrice Kwarteng

“It’s like BEING OVERLY WEIRD, PUSHING THE 
BOUNDARIES and not in a good way.”
- freshman Brooke Andrews

“Different patterns make and outfit wacky, 
and SHOULDER PADS MAKE IT TACKY.”
- junior Sami Poche 
  
“A tacky outfit is when your jeans are 
too skinny, your shirt is too long, 
YOU’RE NOT MATCHING, and you’re 
wearing too many logos.” 
- junior Manharsh Mohan 

“Getting up this morning, I was really 
hoping that a lot of people would come 
up to me and say, DANG YOU LOOK WACK!”
-sophomore Naethur Vidow

 “What makes an outfit wacky is JORTS.” 
-junior Mohammed Abugassa 

“It’s CRAZY AND WEIRD, expressing the 
mood of craziness.”
-senior Sarah Jackson

“It’s a CREATIVE WAY OF EXPRESSING YOUR 
ARTISTIC IDEAS within the school code.”
- senior Ginette Rancy 

“It’s UNNATURAL OR CRAZY, it’s like you’re 
being unmatched on purpose.”
- freshman Vegas Dewine

“CLASHING PATTERNS AND 
COLORS make an outfit wacky.”
- sophomore Rayla Malone

WACKY TACKY

3

2

5. JOKING AROUND, junior Cynthia Pinela reacts 
to her friend’s joke at the lunchtable. “I was 
just having a good time looking at every-
body and their wacky outfits.” said Pinela. 
Pinela added that her outfit was inspired by 
her little sister. photo by mariana ortega-rivera
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WHAT 
DIFFERENCE 

DOES IT MAKE?

3.TALKING LOUDLY, juniors Andrea 
Lomeli and Elisa Simpson 

laugh as they talk with their 
friend. “It was a wacky day.” 
said Lomeli. Lomeli thrifted 
most of her outfit that day. 

photos by mariana ortega-rivera

 4. MIXING SHOES, at lunch with 
Hawaiian shirts, junior 

Alondra Medina and senior 
Eric Martinez show their 

mis-matched shoes. 
“I didn’t plan my outfit, 

I kinda just threw on 
whatever.” said Medina. 

Medina got her necklace 
from Denver PrideFest. photo 

by mariana ortega-rivera
  
 

51% COOKIES & CREAM

23% COOKIE DOUGH

17% VANILLA

9% SHERBERT

CREAM
WE ALL SCREAM 

“It has a variety of flavors that I like 
together, and I like diversity, it shows 
positivity.” 
- senior Lacina Sangare

“When I was 8 or so, I had cookie 
dough from Dairy Queen and it 
was fire and it just slapped and 
it’s been my favorite ever since.” 
- junior Gustavo Calderon 

“I like Cookies and Cream because 
it’s different; I don’t like plain va-
nilla and I don’t like plain chocolate 
either and it has texture.” 
- sophomore Christelle Mahonda

celebrating Ben and 
Jerry’s 40th anniversary 
with an ice cream social

“Vanilla is my favorite because you are 
able to pair it with so many things.”
- sophomore Jackie Zapanta

*this survey was distributed to English classes across all grades
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students explain the prime differences 
between what makes an outfit wacky or tacky
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